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Mi general augusto pinochet

It's a Chilean song written in homage to Augusto Pinochet Ugarte by Chilean folk composer Luis Chechogonzales in Conservative Party Me General Augusto Pinochet (lighting: My General Augusto Pinochet). [1] Content 1 History 2 Lyrics[3] Reference 3 Reference 4 Reference also 5 external links to the historical composer, Luis Gonzalez, who wrote the
song after the end of the Pinochet government. Its spread is mainly social media, as it reached popularity in the 2010s, currently being one of the most popular songs to represent Pinochetism. The musical arrangement was done by Gustavo Alcantara Ramirez. The song was included in a '90s cassette called The Anthem in honor of General Don Augusto
Pinochet Ugarte - an apology for the general's honor (apologies and marching in English to the Chilean army) and a musical stamped on a dragon owned by Mr. Luis Gonzalez in the city of Iquique. The cassette included songs such as Don Augusto Pinochet (General Muhsuo Pinochet), March Campagna, Marca Peto Estoy (I'm a Conscript soldier), a
message to March's mom, and a March message apologizing to the Soldier (not a march). [2] Lyrics[3] My general in Spanish-English translation, Augusto Pinochet, greets his loved ones, he was a politician, Great Liberator He was the president of our great country, Augusto Pinochet it is his image in all units today his soldiers, happy marching with great
loyalty Today his soldiers, happy marching with great loyalty My general, Augusto Pinochet you are the new father of your homeland It is don Bernardo O'Higgins you are reminded with great affection and we are an example of the great pride of Chile that you are a great pride of Chile all over the world Pride my general, Augusto Pinochet you are the new
father of the motherland you remember with Don Bernardo O Higgins and with great love you remember with great love yes chile's great pride you have long been an example to the world chile long live great pride, my general! My general, Augusto Pinochet! My general, Augusto Pinochet your loved ones salute you were a politician, the great liberator you
were the president of our great country my general, Augusto Pinochet your image marched happily with great loyalty to every unit today, great loyaltyto soldiers happily marched with gallantry, with great loyalty to my general, Augusto Pinochet you are the new father of your hometown history You will be remembered with great affection as you did with Don
Bernardo O'Higgins We thank you with our hearts You are an example for the world great pride of Chile You are an example for the world Great pride of the Chilean Beauty General, Augusto Pinochet you are the new father of your hometown You are remembered with great affection as your name was with Don Bernardo O Higgins we thank you in our hearts
we are good pride in the world you are the great pride of Chile forever, the great pride of my general! My general, Augusto Pinochet! Reference references also redirect bernardo O Higgins Augusto Pinochet regime (Chile, 1973-90) external links to the original version unsolved mysterious chilean republic's former dictator Pinochet Here. For others, see
Pinochet (last name). In this Spanish name, the first or paternity is Pinochet, and the second or maternal family name is Ugarte. His ExcellencyAugusto PinochetOfficial portrait of Augusto Pinochet, c. 1974.29th President of ChileIn office17 December 1974 – 11 March 1990Preceded bySalvador AllendeSucceeded byPatricio AylwinPresident of the
Government Junta of ChileIn office11 September 1973 – 11 March 1981Preceded byPosition establishedSucceeded byJosé Toribio MerinoSenator-for-life of ChileIn office11 March 1998 – 4 July 2002Commander-in-Chief of the Chilean ArmyIn office23 August 1973 – 11 March 1998PresidentSalvador AllendeHimselfPatricio AylwinEduardo Frei Ruiz-
TaglePreceded byCarlos PratsSucceeded byRicardo Izurieta Personal detailsBornAugusto José Ramón Pinochet Ugarte(1915-11-25)25 November 1915Valparaíso, ChileDied10 December 2006(2006-12-10) (aged 91) Santiago, ChileNationalityChileanSpouse(s)Lucía Hiriart (m. 1943)Children5, including Inés Lucía PinochetAlma materChilean War
AcademyOccupationMilitary officerProfessionMilitarySignatureMilitary serviceAllegiance ChileBranch/service Chilean ArmyYears of service1931–1998Rank Captain GeneralUnitChacabuco RegimentMaipo RegimentCarampangue RegimentRancagua Regiment1st Army DivisionCommandsEsmeralda Regiment2nd Army Division6th Army DivisionSantiago
Army GarrisonChilean ArmyBattles/wars1973 Chilean coup d'étatArmed resistance in Chile (1973–1990) Augusto José Ramón Pinochet Ugarte (/ˈpiːnoʊʃeɪ/ , and the United States: /-θtt, ˌpiːnoʊˈ (t) θt /, United Kingdom: /ˈpiːnəʃeɪ, θpσn / [1][2] [3] Spanish: [awˈɣusto Pinot (t)]; [4] [A] Chilean Army General from November 25, 1915 to December 10, 2006, As a
right-wing dictator who ruled Chile from 1973 to 1990 and as leader of the Chilean military regime from 1973 to 1981, he first became Chile's de facto dictator in 1974[5][6][7][19][19][19]][19][19]][19][19]][19][19]][19][19]][19].[19][19]][19].[19][19][19]][19].[19][19][19]][19].[19]][19][19].[19] [19]] [19]] [1] [1] [1] [19]] [19]]. [19].19 A new constitution was approved
that confirmed him in a 1980 referendum. [11] Augusto Pinochet rose to the top of the Chilean Army in early 1972 and became chief of staff in early 1972, before President Salvador Allende was appointed commander. [11] On September 11, 1973, Pinochet seized power in Chile in a coup, with the support of the United States[12][13][14][B], which toppled
Allende's democratically elected Popular Government of Unidad and ended civilian rule. In December 1974, the ruling military regime appointed Pinochet chief officer by joint decree without the support of one of the coup leaders, Air Force General Gustavo Lee. [15] After his time in power, Pinochet persecuted leftists, socialists, and political critics, executing
between 1,200 and 3,200 people[16] accused of imprisoning nearly 80,000 people and advisering tens of thousands. [17] [18] According to the Chilean government, the number of executions and forced disappearances was 3,095. [20] Operation Condor was established at the end of November 1975, his 60th birthday, at the behest of pinochet's regime. [21]
Under the influence of the free-market-oriented Chicago Boys, Pinochet's military government implemented economic liberalization, including stabilizing the currency, eliminating tariff protections for local industries, banning unions, privatized social security, and hundreds of state-owned enterprises. Some of the government properties were sold below market
prices to politically connected buyers, including Pinochet's son-in-law. [22] The regime used entertainment inspections as a way to reward the regime's supporters and punish the other party. [23] While these policies have produced high economic growth, critics say these policies are attributed to dramatic increases in economic inequality and the devastating
impact of the 1982 currency crisis on Chile's economy. [24] [25] For most of the 1990s, Chile was latin America's best-performing economy, even as the legacy of the Pinochet reforms continued to be disputed. [26] His fortune grew considerably during his time in power through dozens of bank accounts and real estate properties secretly kept abroad. He was
later charged with embezzlement, tax fraud, and possible fees charged on arms transactions. [27] Pinochet's 17-year rule was granted a legal framework through a controversial 1980 petition that approved a new constitution drafted by a government-appointed commission. In a 1988 petition, 56 percent voted against Pinochet continuing his presidency,
leading to democratic elections for president and congress. Pinochet, who stepped down in 1990, retired while serving as commander of the Chilean Army until March 10, 1998, and was a senator under the 1980 constitution. Pinochet was arrested on October 10, 1998, in connection with numerous human rights violations under an international arrest warrant
during a visit to London. After a legal fight, he was released on health grounds and returned to Chile on March 3, 2000. In 2004, Chilean Judge Juan Guzman Tapia ruled that Pinochet was medically eligible for trial and put him under house arrest. [11] At the time of his death on December 10, 2006, nearly 300 criminal charges were still pending over his 17-
year rule in Chile, tax evasion and embezzlement. [28] He was also accused of corruptly accumulating at least US$28 million. [29] The early life and education of Augusto José Ramon Pinochet Ugarte, born in Valparaiso on November 25, 1915. He was the son of Lamballe, an 18th-century French Brereton immigrant, and Augusto Pinochet Vera (1891-
1944), a descendant of [30] and Abelina Ugarte Martinez (1895-1986) and a woman who had family in Chile since the 17th century. [31] [32] Pinochet attended primary and secondary school at Raphael Seminary in Valparaisosan, and the Raphael Arista Institute (Marist Brothers) went to a military school in Santiago, which was then admitted in 1931 in
Culota, a school in Valparaiso, France. In 1935, after majoring in military geography, he graduated from the infantry in the ranks of Alperez (Second Division). In September 1937, Pinochet was assigned to concepcion's Chakabuco Regiment. Two years later, in 1939, he moved to the Maipo Regiment, where he was stationed in Valparaiso with a deputy
relations level. He returned to infantry school in 1940. On January 30, 1943, Pinochet married Lucia Hiriat Rodriguez and had five children: Ines Lucia, Maria Veronica, Jacqueline Marie, Augusto Osvaldo, and Marco Antonio. In late 1945, Pinochet was assigned to the Karamtang Regiment in the northern city of Iquik. Three years later, he was admitted to the
Chilean Academy of War, but since he is the youngest officer, he had to postpone his studies because he had to perform service duties in the coal region of Rota. In 1948, Pinochet began at General Mason Lodge Victoria n°15 in St. Bernard Orient, a member of the Grand Lodge of Chile. [33] Although he received a companion's Degree in Scottish
Consciousness, he is believed not to have ever been a Grand Master. [34] The following year he returned from studying at the Academy to teach at the Army School in 1951. At the same time, he worked as a teacher's aide at the War Academy, where he offered classes in military geography and geospatial. He was also editor of the agency magazine Cien
Aguilars ('Back Eagles'). In early 1953, He was sent in solidarity with Ayrica's Lanca for two years. There he was appointed professor of the Chilean Academy of War and returned to Santiago for a new position. [11] In 1956, Pinochet and young officers were chosen to form a military mission to cooperate in the organization of the Ecuadorian Academy of War
in Quito. He served a four-and-a-half-year mission to Kito, during which he studied geospatial, military geography and military information. At the end of 1959 he returned to Chile and was sent to the headquarters of an army division based in Antopapasta. The following year, he was appointed commander of the Esmeralda Regiment. A success in this
position, he was appointed sub-director of the War Academy in 1963. In 1968, he was appointed chief of staff of the Santiago-based 2th Army Division, and later that year he was stationed in Iquik and promoted to commander and commander of the 6th Division. In his new feature, he was also appointed with the intention of Tarapaka province. In January
1971, Pinochet was promoted to division gun and appointed commander-in-chief of the Santiago Army Garrison. On June 8, 1971, after the assassination of Edmund Perez Majorvich by leftist radicals, Allende appointed Pinochet as the highest authority in Santiago province and imposed a military curfew in the process[35], which was later lifted. On
December 2, 1971, however, the curfew resumed after a month of peaceful protests against Allende's economic policies, and all demonstrations were banned as Pinochet led a crackdown on the anti-Allende protests. [36] In early 1972 he was appointed Army Chief of Staff. On August 23, 1973, a day after the chairman of Chile's parliament approved a
resolution that the government was not complying with the Constitution, Pinochet was appointed army commander after General Pratt resigned amid escalating domestic conflict in Chile. Less than a month later, the Chilean army exonerated Allende. September 11, 1973 Chilean Coup of Military Coup: September 11, 1973 Chilean Coup, United Chilean Army
(Army, Navy, Air Force, Carabineros) overthrew Allende's government in a coup, during which the presidential palace, La Moneda, shelling and Allende committed suicide. [37] Although the military claimed he had committed suicide, controversy surrounded Allende's death, with many claiming he had been assassinated (such a theory was scrapped by chile's
Supreme Court in 2014). [38] Pinochet said in his memoirs that he was the main plotter of the coup and that as an army commander he coordinated extensive planning with two other branches of the military. national police. [Citation required] But a few years later, senior military officials at the time said pinochet reluctantly became involved in the days before
the coup, and followed the guidance of other branches (especially the Navy, under Merino) in the run-up to the coup. The new government gathered thousands of people and captured them in the national stadium, where many died. About 3,000 people were killed and more than 1,000 still missing during Pinochet's rule. [39] In the months following the coup,
along with the writings of historian Gonzalo Viall and Admiral Patricio Carvajal, he published a book called El Libro Blanco del Cambio de Gobierno (The White Book on Replacing the Chilean Government). Or Plan Z) Allende's government or its associates were deliberately preparing. U.S. intelligence agencies believed the plan was propaganda, not facts.
[40] Although later acknowledged as a product of distrust and officially political propaganda, [41] Gonzalo Vial Correa argues for similarities between Plan Z and other existing paramilitary plans of the Popular United Party, which supports its legitimacy. [42] Pinochet was also trained by the School of the Americas (SOA) where it is likely that he first met the
ideals of the coup. [43] Canadian journalist Jean Chappentier was the first foreign journalist to interview General Pinochet after the TV de Radio-Canada coup. [44] U.S. Support for Coup Additional Information: U.S. Involvement in Pinochet and Chilean U.S. Secretary of State Henry Kissinger in 1976, a Church report investigating the fallout from the
Watergate scandal, stated that there was no evidence that the U.S. was directly involved, implicitly supporting pinochet's government after the 1973 coup. [45] These views were contradicted by several scholars, such as Peter Wynn, who wrote that the CIA's role in consolidating power after the coup was important. The CIA helped manipulate the plot against
the Allende government, which Pinochet described as stopping it. He revealed that the coup itself was only possible through a three-year covert operation mounted by the United States. Wynn also points out that the U.S. imposed an invisible blockade designed to disrupt the economy under Allende and contributed to the destabilization of the regime. [12]
Author Peter Conblue claims in the Pinochet file that the United States was extensively involved and actively promoted the 1973 coup. [46] Author Tim Weiner (Legacy of Ashes)[47] Christopher Hitchins (Trial of Henry Kissinger)[48] It is claimed that covert U.S. actions destabilized the Allende government and set the stage for a 1973 coup. Despite denials
from numerous U.S. agencies, the current declassified documents have demonstrated U.S. involvement. Nixon and Kissinger, along with civilian and public intelligence agencies, said they knew about planning and execution of military acquisitions and were even fascinated by . [43] In addition, CIA agents such as Jack Devine also declared their involvement
in the coup. Devine I sent a special type of top secret cable known as a critic to CIA headquarters. Go straight to the highest level of government. [49] The United States provided material support to the military government after the coup, but publicly criticized it. According to a 2000 document released by the U.S. Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) titled CIA
Activities in Chile, the CIA actively supported the military regime following the overthrow of Allende, and made it a paid contact for the CIA or U.S. military, even though many of Pinochet's officers were reportedly involved in human rights violations. [50] The CIA also maintained contacts with the Chilean DINA intelligence service. DINA led a multinational
campaign known as Operation Condor, which, among other activities, assassinated prominent politicians in several Latin American countries in Washington, D.C., and Europe, and kidnapped, tortured and executed activists with leftist views, which killed nearly 60,000 people. [51] [52] The United States provided key organizational, financial, and technical
support for its operations. [53] [54] [55] CIA contacts with Dina head Manuel Contreras were established in 1974, shortly after the coup, and then during the period of during the political period before the formal transfer of presidential power to Pinochet; In 1975, the CIA reviewed warnings that keeping Contreras as an asset could threaten human rights in the
region. The CIA decided to keep him as an asset, and at one time it paid him. In addition to the CIA maintaining assets in DINA since shortly after the coup, several CIA assets, such as Koru Cuban exile militants Orlando Bosch and Guillermo Novo, cooperated in operation DINA under the Condor plan in the early days of President Pinochet. Military Junta
Maine Knights: Chilean Government Junta (1973) Shortly after the 1973 coup, general Pinochet representing the army, Admiral Jose Toribio Merino representing the Navy, General Gustavo Lee representing the Air Force, and General César Mendoza, the government exercised both the administrative and legislative functions of the government as it was
established, and the Constitution and It imposed strict censorship and curfews, banned all parties, and stopped all political and perceived subversion activities. The military regime held administrative positions until December 17, 1974, and has since been strictly maintained as a legislative body, with executive power transferred to Pinochet to the presidency.
Military dictatorship (1973-1990) Main article: Military dictatorship of Chile (1973-1990) Pinochet 1982. September 6, 1977 . Pinochet talks with U.S. President Jimmy Carter in C Washington, D. Military commanders had first made plans for the commanders of the four military branches to take over the presidency for a year. Pinochet, however, soon
strengthened his power, and on June 27, 1974, he declared himself the supreme representative of the state (effectively the interim president). [56] He officially changed his title as President on December 17, 1974. General Lee was slowly retired in response to a U.N. resolution condemning Pinochet's government on July 24, 1978, in response to pinochet's
policies, or national consultations. He was replaced by General Fernando Matei. Pinochet formed a petition to ratify a new constitution replacing the 1925 Constitution, written on September 11, 1980, during the presidency of Arturo Alessandri. The new constitution, drafted by Jaime Guzmán, a close adviser to Pinochet who later founded the right-wing party
Independent Democratic Union (UDI), gave much power to the President of the Republic of Pinochet. It has created new institutions such as the Constitutional Court and the controversial National Security Council (COSENA). It also stipulated an eight-year presidential period and a single-candidate presidential referendum in 1988, so that a junta-nominated
candidate would be approved or rejected for eight years. The new constitution was approved by a margin of 67.04% to 30.19%, according to official figures. [57] The opposition, led by former President Eduardo Frei Montalba (who supported Pinochet's coup), accused widespread negativity, such as a lack of electoral registration that facilitated multiple votes,
and said the total number of votes reported to have been cast would be much larger than expected in the size of voters and turnout in previous elections. Interviews with people associated with the referendum and after Pinochet's leaving confirmed that fraud was actually widespread. [58] The Constitution was announced on October 21, 1980, and came into
force on March 11, 1981. Pinochet was replaced that day by Admiral Merino as junta president. It is estimated to be around one million during Pinochet's reign. forced to flee the country. [43] Armed opposition to the Pinochet rule continued in remote parts of the country. In a large-scale operation led by Chilean Army Para Commando, about 2,000 security
forces were deployed in the Neltume Mountains from June to November 1981,[60] destroying two MIR bases, seizing large ammunition depots and killing a number of guerrillas. According to author Ozren Agnick Krstulovic, weapons including C-4 plastic explosives, RPG-7 and M72 LAW rocket launchers, as well as more than 3,000 M-16 rifles, were
smuggled into the country by opponents of the government. [61] In September 1986, the FPMR used weapons from the same source in an assassination attempt on Pinochet. His military bodyguard was startled, and five people were killed. Pinochet's bulletproof Mercedes-Benz vehicle was hit by a rocket but failed to explode, and Pinochet suffered only
minor injuries. [62] Suppression of additional information to the opposition: the arrest of Augusto Pinochet women of Operation Condor and the Prosecuted and Detained Families Association protested in front of La Momeda Palace during the Pinochet military regime. He shut down parliament, suffocated political life, banned trade unions, and turned Chile
into his sultanate. His government has gone missing 3,000 opponents and arrested 30,000 (thousands of advisers)... Pinochet's name is forever linked to desaparesidos, the caravan of death, and the institutionalized torture that took place in the Villa Grimaldi complex.— Thor Filvorsen, president of the Human Rights Foundation, National Review[63] orlando
Letelier, a former Chilean minister, was placed on indefinite recess in 1976 by Washington D.C [64] and all other parties were placed on indefinite recess and later banned entirely. The government's violence was against dissidents as well as their families and other civilians. [64] The Rettig report concluded that 2,279 people missing from the military
government died for political reasons or as a result of political violence. About 31,947 people have since been tortured and 1,312 deported, according to the Vallechi report. Asylum seekers were driven around the world by intelligence agencies. In Latin America, it came in the frame of Operation Condor, a collaborative plan between various intelligence
agencies in the South American country, backed by a U.S. CIA communications base in Panama. Pinochet believed that such an operation was necessary to save the country from communism. [65] In 2011, the Commission identified an additional 9,800 victims of political repression during Pinochet's rule. Some 40,018 victims, including 3,065. [66] Some
political scientists have relied on the stability of the existing democratic system to overthrow the relative pimi of the coup, which required extreme measures to overthrow it. Some of the most notorious human rights violations occurred in the early period: in October 1973, at least 70 people were killed across the country by death caravans. Charles Homan and
Frank Teruggi, both American journalists, disappeared,[67] victor Olea Allegria, a member of the Socialist Party, and many others, in 1973. British priest Michael Woodward, who disappeared 10 days after the coup, was tortured and beaten on the Chilean naval vessel Esmeralda. [68] [69] The memorial to the victims of pinochet's regime was traced by DINA
in the framework of Operation Condor. General Carlos Pratz, Pinochet's predecessor and army commander, who resigned rather than support a move against the Allende government, was assassinated in Buenos Aires, Argentina, in 1974. A year later, the killings of 119 dissenters abroad were disguised as internal conflicts, and DINA launched a propaganda
campaign by El Mercurio, Chile's main newspaper. Condor's other victims were among hundreds of prominent people, including Bolivia's former president Juan José Torres, who was assassinated in Buenos Aires on June 2, 1976. July 1976, Carmelo Solia, a UN diplomat working for CEPAL; Orlando Letelier was imprisoned in Washington, D.C.C 21, 1976,
and assassinated after being released from asylum. The documents confirm that Pinochet directly ordered Letelier's assassination. [70] This led to the extradition of Michael Townley, a U.S. citizen who worked for DINA and organized Letelier's assassination, with strained relations with the United States. Other targeted victims who avoided assassination
included Christian Democrat Bernardo Layton, who avoided an assassination attempt in Rome in 1975 by Italian terrorist Stefano delle Chia. Carlos Altamirano, leader of the Chilean Socialist Party, who was the suspected of murder by Pinochet in 1975, and Volodia Tatelboim, a Communist Party lawmaker, were killed. Pascal Allende, the nephew and
President of Mir, who avoided an assassination attempt in Costa Rica in March 1976; U.S. Congressman Edward Koch learned about his relationship in 2001, including death threats and accusations of Operation Condor. In addition, according to current surveys, Eduardo Frey Montalva, president of Chile's Christian Democrats from 1964 to 1970, may have
been poisoned by toxin production in 1982. Dina biochemist Eugenio Berrios. In the 1980s, however, protests continued, causing several scandals. In March 1985, after three Communist Party lawmakers were killed, Carabineros' head and César Mendoza resigned since its inception. During the 1986 protests against Pinochet, 21-year-old American
photographer Rodrigo Rojas Denegre and 18-year-old student Carmen Gloria Quintana survived only Carmen. In August 1989, Marcelo Barrios Andres, a 21-year-old member of the FPMR, was assassinated on September 7, 1983, by soldiers who had to arrest him at the behest of Valparaiso's prosecutor general as an armed wing of the PCC who tried to
assassinate Pinochet. However, they simply ran at him; The case was included in the Rettig report. [72] There were 440 MIR guerrillas killed and disappeared from the military command. [73] In December 2015, three former DINA agents were sentenced to 10 years in prison for the murder of German Rodriguez Cortes, a 29-year-old theology student and
activist, in 1978. [Citation required] 62-year-old Guillermo Reyes Rammsy, a Chilean soldier during Pinochet's time that same month, was arrested and charged with murder for participating in 18 executions during a live phone call on chilean radio show Chacotero Sensibility. [74] On June 2, 2017, Chilean Judge Hernan Cristoso sentenced a former Chilean
intelligence official to 541 days and 20 years in prison for kidnapping and killing 16 leftist activists in 1974 and 1975. [75] Economic policy away from socialism and extreme national capitalism was not ronald Reagan's America in the late 1970s, 1981, or any other country in Latin America or any other country - the world's first country to make that momentous
break with the past away from socialism and extreme national capitalism. Pinochet's Chile in 1975.— Robert Packenham and William Ratliff, Hoover Institution[76] In 1973, chile's economy suffered a deep downturn for a number of reasons. The Allende government expelled many Chilean and foreign companies, including all copper mines, with inflation
reaching 606%, inflation reaching 606%,[77][78] and per capita income of -7.14% (78%), with a contract of 193% at 193%. [79] GDP fell by -5% in 1973,[80] and public spending also rose from 22.6% to 44.9% between 1970 and 1973, leading to a deficit of 25% of GDP. [79] Some authors, such as Peter Conblue, argue that the Nixon administration's
economic sanctions helped create the economic crisis[81] and others, such as Paul Zigmund and Mark Falkov, argued that there was still no blockade because there was (only less) aid and credit [82][83] as well as a real embargo on trade; The economic and political crisis took over power in September 1973 with armed forces including Augusto Pinochet,
Jose Toribio Merino Castro, Gustavo Lee and Cesar Mendoza. In mid-1975, after two years of Keynesism, the government came up with an economic policy of free market reform that would prevent inflation and attempt to collapse. Pinochet declared that he wanted to make Chile a country of owners, not a proletarian state. [84] To formalize the economic
rescue, the government relied on the so-called Chicago Boys and the text El Radrila, and while Chile grew very quickly between 1976 and 1981, the Latin American debt crisis made Chile the most affected country. In contrast to the privatizations committed elsey, Chile's nationalized main copper mines remained in the hands of the government, and a 1980
constitution later declared the mine inextricable. [85] In 1976, Cordelco was established to exploit this, but new mineral deposits were opened in private investments. In November 1980, the pension system was reorganized from a PAYGO system to a fully funded scheme run by private sector pension funds. [86] Healthcare and education were similarly
privatized. These mines will ultimately help economically but they will fall partially into the hands of the United States. Wages fell by 8%. [87] In 1989, family benefits were 28% in 1970, while budgets for education, health and housing decreased by an average of more than 20%. [87] The government maintained itself by relying on the middle class,
dictatorships, foreign companies, and foreign loans. [88] Businesses recovered most of their lost industrial and agricultural holdings, while the government returned the properties to the original owners who lost them during deportation, selling other industries that were expelled by Allende's unpopular unity government to private buyers. During this time,
business expansion and speculation spread. Chile colonial colonial mine real cituado hacienda enkomienda ales logging century mill bourbon reform early republic silver rush mill cycle early coal mine long depression saltefere republic saltefere war oreos and papellos sheep agriculture boom Tierra del Fuego Gold Rush Meat Riot World War II CORFO
(Production Development Corporation) UNITED NATIONS Economic Commission Land Reform Copper Nationalization Buskovich Plans Liberal Chicago Bois El Radrilla 1982 Crisis Chile's Miracle Asian Crisis 2004 Energy Crisis vte Financial Conglomerate Freedom The economy and foreign banks have become the main beneficiaries of the flood of loans.
Large foreign banks have restored credit circulation with debts such as the repayment of funds and the resumption of interest payments. It was glorious. International loan organizations such as the World Bank, the International Monetary Fund, and the U.S. Development Bank have loaned huge amounts of new money. [87] Many foreign multinational
corporations such as International Telephone and Telegraph (ITT), Dow Chemical and Firestone have all returned to Chile, expelled by Allende. [87] Pinochet's policies eventually led to significant GDP growth, and in contrast to the negative growth he saw in the early days of his administration,[80] public debt also kept public spending at a high rate even
after the privatization of services mainly high (much less than before privatization), for example, after a year of democracy in 1991, 37% [89] the Pinochet government implemented an economic model with three main goals: economic liberalization, privatization of state-owned enterprises, and stabilization of inflation. In 1985, the government began secondary
privatization, revising previously introduced tariff increases and strengthening the central bank's supervisory role. Pinochet's liberalization of the market continued after his death, led by Patricio Aylwin. [26] According to a 2020 study in the Journal of Economic History, Pinochet sold companies at low market prices to politically connected buyers. [22] Critics
argue that the Pinochet regime's neoliberal economic policies have negatively impacted the wages, benefits and working conditions of chile's working class, while widening inequality and deepening poverty. [90] [91] Chilean economist Alejandro Foxley says that by the end of the Pinochet family, about 44 percent of Chilean families were living below poverty.
[92] According to Naomi Klein's shock doctrine, by the late 1980s, the economy had stabilized and grown, but about 45% of the population fell into poverty, and the richest 10% had an 83% increase in income. [93] But others disagree, chilean economist Jose Pinera said, two years after Pinochet came to power Poverty was still 50 percent, liberal reforms
dropped to 7.8 percent in 2013, per capita income increased from $4.000 in 1975 to $25.000 in 2015, and [94] reform proponents argue that poverty fell to 38 percent when Pinochet came to power in 1990. [94] Supporters of the reforms also claimed 38% poverty. [94] Reform advocates also claim 38 percent poverty when Pinochet came to power in 1990.
[94] Reform advocates also claimed 38% poverty.95 Inequality is declining. [96] However, protests erupted in late 2019 in response to rising inequality in the country that could be traced back to the neoliberal policies of pinochet's dictatorship. [97] [98] The American scholar Nancy Macklin wrote that the very wealthy through government privatization and the
concentration of money on the distortions of democracy have always been the goal. Architect of this economic model, known as public choice, James Buchanan traveled to Chile to work closely with pinochet's regime. [99] Macklin's account, however, is under investigation. Economist Andrew Farrant investigated the provisions of chile's constitution that
Macklin attributed to Buchanan and found that they had pre-date his visit. He concluded that there was no evidence that Buchanan had any audience with Pinochet or had contact with the Chilean dictator, saying that Buchanan's May 1980 visit did not specifically affect the beginning of Chile's constitution. [100] The 1988 referendum and the transition to
democracy: Chile's transition to democracy under the transitional provisions of the 1980 Constitution, a referendum scheduled for October 5, 1988, and a new eight-year presidential term for Pinochet. Pinochet, who faces growing opposition, particularly on an international level, called for a vote to legalize the party in 1987 and decide whether to take power
until 1997. If YES were elected, Pinochet would have to implement the disposition of the 1980 constitution, mainly calling for a general election, while he would have to remain in power as president. If the NO is elected, Pinochet will retain the presidency for a year, with presidential and legislative elections. Another reason Pinochet decided to hold elections
was Pope John Paul II's visit to Chile in April 1987. According to U.S. Catholic writer George Weigel, he held talks with Pinochet, during which they discussed a return to democracy. John Paul II argued that Pinochet had forced him to accept the government's democratic openness and even called for his death. [101] Former President Pinochet met with the
commander-in-chief and President Aylwin, and in 1990 he met with U.S. President George H. W. Bush. Political advertising was legitimized on September 5, 1987, as a necessary element in the campaign for no to the referendum, countering an official campaign that heralded a return to a popular unity government in the run-up to Pinochet's defeat. The
opposition gathered at the Concerto de Partis For El NO (a coalition of parties for NO) organized a colorful and cheerful campaign under the slogan La Aleria Ya Bien (Joy Is Coming). It was formed by christian democracies, socialist parties and radical parties, gathered in Aliaza Democracy (Democratic Alliance). In 1988, several parties added support,
including the Humanist Party, the Ecology Party, the Social Democrats, and several Socialist Party divided groups. On October 5, 1988, the NO option won a 'YES' vote of 44.01% with 55.99% (102 votes). Pinochet accepted the results, and the constitutional process that followed led to presidential and legislative elections the following year. The coalition has
changed. Concertación de Partideos por la Democratia (a coalition of parties for democracy) presented the Christian Democrat Patricio Aylwin, who was opposed to Allende as a name and presidential candidate, and also suggested a list of candidates for parliamentary elections. The opposition and Pinochet's government negotiated several amendments to
the constitution and agreed on 54 amendments. The amendment changed the way the Constitution was constitutionally amendmented in the future, added restrictions on emergency abortion, affirmed political polygamy, strengthened constitutional rights, and increased participation in democratic principles and political life. In July 1989, a referendum was held
on the proposed amendments, supported by all parties except the right-wing Southern and Chilean Socialist Parties. [103] The constitutional amendment was approved by 91.25% of voters. After that, Aylwin won the December 1989 presidential election with 55% of the vote, [102] For less than 30% of right-wing candidates, Hernán Büchi, who has been
Pinochet's finance minister since 1985 (there was also a third-party candidate, Francisco Javier Errázuriz, a wealthy aristocrat representing extreme economic rights, earned the remaining 15% [102]). Pinochet therefore quit the presidency on March 11, 1990, to transfer power to a new democratically elected president. The concerto also won a majority of
votes for Congress. However, because of the Isomi representational body included in the Constitution, elected senators failed to achieve a complete majority that could last more than 15 years in Parliament. This forced them to negotiate all legal projects, called the Chilean Alliance (originally Democracy and Progress) and the Chilean Union, a middle-right
coalition associated with The Union Democrata Independiente (UDI) and Renovación Nacional (RN), made up of Pinochet supporters. Due to the transitional provisions of the Constitution, Pinochet remained army commander until March 1998. He then took office in 1980 as a senator, a privilege granted to a former president who served more than six years
in the Constitution. His senate position and the resulting immunity from prosecution protected him from legal action. After Pinochet's arrest in Britain in 1998, it was only possible in Chile following an extradition request from Spanish judge Baltasar Garzon. Allegations of abuse were filed several times before his arrest, but he never acted. [104] Pinochet,
played by Derek Jacobi, starred in the 2006 BBC television dacudrama Pinochet. Shortly before giving up power, Pinochet banned all previously approved forms of abortion for rape or risk of life. During the Falklands War, Britain's relationship with Chile was officially neutral, but Chile's Westinghouse long-range radar gave an early warning to the British Task
Force (response) to the Argentine airstrikes. This allowed British warships and troops in war areas to take defensive measures. [106] British Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher said that the day the radar was taken off service for overdue maintenance during the war, Argentine fighter bombers bombed Lord Galahad and Lord Tristram, killing 53 people and



leaving many injured. According to Gen. Fernando Matei, a member of the Chilean junta and a former air force commander, Chile's support also included military intelligence gathering, radar surveillance, allowing British aircraft to operate in Chilean colors, and facilitating the safe return of British special forces. [107] In April and May 1982, a squadron of
mothballed British Hawker Hunter fighter bombers departed for Chile and arrived on May 22, allowing the Chilean Air Force to reform Squadron No. 9 Las Panteras Negras. Three additional consignments from Border Surveillance and Transport Reconnaissance Canberra, who left for Chile in October. Some authors speculated that Argentina might have won
the war, when the army felt it could use the elite VIth and VIIIth mountain brigades guarding the Andes against the possibility of Chilean aggression. [108] Pinochet has since visited The United England more than once. [109] Pinochet's controversial relationship with Thatcher led Labour Prime Minister Tony Blair to mock Thatcher's Conservatives as
Pinochet's party in 1999. [110] Human rights violations referenced: Chile's military dictatorship (1973-90) § Human rights violations, and human rights violations of the Pinochet regime of Chile were responsible for various human rights abuses during his rule, including the forced disappearance, murder and torture of political opponents. Pinochet's
government killed at least 3,197 people and tortured about 29,000, according to a government commission report containing more than 30,000 testimonies. Two-thirds of the cases listed in the report took place in 1973. [111] Photographs of the victims of Pinochet regime professor Clive Force in tyrants: 2500 years of absolute power and corruption (Quercus
published in 2006), estimated that an estimated 1,500-2,000 Chileans died or disappeared during the Pinochet regime. In October 1979, the New York Times reported that Amnesty International had recorded the disappearance of about 1,500 Chileans since 1973. [112] There were at least 663 Marxist MIR guerrillas among those killed and disappeared
during the military regime. [113] The 49FPMR guerrillas of the Manuel Rodriguez Patriotic Front But hundreds were detained and tortured. [114] According to a study from a Latin American perspective,[115] at least 200,000 Chileans (about 2% of Chile's 1973 population) had to go to deportation; in addition, hundreds of thousands of people left the country
after military coups in the 1970s and 1980s.[ 115] Some of the key figures who fled because of political persecution were expelled by the DINA secret police from the framework of Operation Condor, which tied the South American military dictatorship to political opponents. According to John Dings, author of The Condor Years (New Press 2003), documents
released in 2015 showed that Pinochet had the knowledge that he ordered the assassination of Orlando Letellier and revealed a CIA report, date april 28, 1978, of a leading political opponent living in exile in the United States. [116] According to Peter Conblue of pinochet files, routine sadism in prisons has been taken to extremes. Rape of women was
common, including sexual torture, such as inserting rats into genitals, and unnatural acts involving dogs. The detainees were forced into urine and excretors, and were sometimes forced to consume it. [117] [118] Beating with gun hips, fists and chains was routine; One technique, known as a phone call, involves accusing torture of being his open hand, hard
and rhythmic, against the victim's ear. At Villa Grimaldi, inmates were dragged to a parking lot and run to a truck, shattering bones in their legs. Some died of advisers. The inmates were beaten with chains and died of internal injuries. [117] After abuse and execution, the bodies were buried in secret graves, fell into rivers or seas, or were dumped on city
streets at night. The body of renowned Chilean singer, theatre director and academic Viktor Jara was found in a dirty canal with his hands and face very damaged and 44 bullet holes. [119] The practice of killing political opponents through death flights employed by troops in Argentina and Chile has sometimes been the subject of numerous alt-right and other
right-wing extremist groups Internet memes, suggesting that political enemies and leftists receive free helicopter rides. [120] In 2001, Chilean President Ricardo Lagos informed the state that during Pinochet's reign, 120 bodies were thrown from helicopters into the sea, lakes, and chilean rivers. [121] In a final assessment of his legacy at his funeral, Bellisario
Velasco, Chile's interior minister at the time, said pinochet was a classic right-wing dictator who badly violated human rights and became rich. [122] Ideology and public image Pinochet himself expressed In government as a national rebirth inspired by Diego Potales, a picture of the early Republic:[123] [Democracy] will eventually destroy our institutions again
and be refined from evil and bad habits.... [W]e was inspired by the Portalian spirit fused with Augusto Pinochet on October 11, 1973. Lawyer Jamie Guzman was involved in the design of Pinochet's important speeches, and frequently provided political and doctrinal advice and consulting. [124] Jacobo Timerman called the Chilean army the last Proisen army
in the world under Pinochet, suggesting its pre-fascist origins in the model of Pinochet's military government. Historian Alfredo Jocelyn Holt called Pinochet's appearance a totem and added that it serves as a scapegot that draws all hatred. [126] Historian Gabriel Salazar has lamented the lack of international condemnation of Pinochet in court, and Salazar
said his image and that that of the Chilean justice system may have caused irreparable damage. [126] According to Pinochet, who knew his ancestors, he later forgot most of them but was edging french by his uncle. Pinochet admired Napoleon as the greatest of the French, and took framed photos of him. Another French ruler he admired was Louis XIV.
[127] [C] Pinochet's reputation led Peruvians in the 1990s to call Alberto Fujimori Chinoche. [129] Chadian dictator Hisser Habrede, a Cold War ally of the West, was characterized as an African-pinoche who ordered the torture and genocide of political opponents during his rule, a long campaign to see him convicted of crimes against humanity for decades.
[130] Pinochet's image was used in several Internet memes with the caption Pinochet's free helicopter ride, referring to the death flight that saw political dissidents thrown from helicopters over the Pacific or Andes during Pinochet's reign. The shift in internet memes has seen increased popularity with the rise of far-right and alt-right politics. [131] [132]
Accusations of fascism images showing Pinochet in background images and events comparing Chilean independence years, In 1810, 1973, Pinochet and his government were characterized as fascists in the year of the coup. [135] However, he and his government are generally excluded from the academic typology of fascism. [136] [137] [138] [139] Roger
Griffin included Pinochet in saddam Hussein, Suharto, and a group of pseudo-populist dictators who distinguished himself from fascism. Marcos. He argues that while these regimes may be considered populist ultra-nationalistism, what is needed to make the investigation of state regeneration, or changsinism, scarce is to adhere to the model of neoliberal
ultra-nationalism. [136] Robert Paxton compared pinochet's regime to that of Mobutu Seseko in the former Zaire (now Democratic Republic of the Congo), claiming that both were only customers who lacked public acclaim and ability to expand. He argued that if Pinochet had tried to build true fascism, the regime would probably have collapsed, or at least
been forced to change relations with the United States. [137] Anna Sento bull also excluded Pinochet from fascism, claiming that her regime belonged to a strand of Cold War anti-communism that was happy to embrace neo-fascist elements within its activities. [138] World Fascism: The Historical Encyclopedia noted that while he ruled authoritarianly and
authoritarianly, Pinochet's support for neoliberal economic policies and his willingness to support state enterprises set him apart from classical fascists. [140] Historian Gabriel Salazar said pinochet's high visibility and neglect of colleagues was reminiscent of fascist leadership: in all pinochet's pronouncements, it is noteworthy that no one mentioned the
creators of the new Chilean society and state, and I did not mention Jamie Guzman, Carlos Cáceres Contras [es], and Sergio Wasseres. There is no mention of the true brain, or that the entire military was involved in it in dirty and symbolic work. Everything is embodied in Pinochet, and it is very curious that the figures of Büch's stature are obscured in front of
the fascist ritual in front of Pinochet's paintings. [126] Intellectual life and the academic working coat of Pinochet's weapons, his two castles, attributed to the Chilean Order of Merit and ornaments traditionally given to the captain general. Pinochet was publicly known as a man of lack of culture. This image was reinforced by the fact that he also described
himself as an ordinary man with simple ideas. He was also known to be reserved, and shared little about his opinions or feelings. [141] Before Allende's time in power, Pinochet wrote two books, Geopolitica (1968) and Campagna de Tarapaka (1972), which established himself as a major figure in Chilean military literature. [141] In Geopolitica Pinochet,
Gregorio Rodríguez Tascón used paragraphs to plagiarism in Rodriguez's conference presentation in 1949 without attribution. [142] [143] Rodriguez previously lectured Pinochet, Rene Schneider, and Carlos Pratz in geography and geospatial. Unlike pinochets in the latter two, he was not an outstanding student. His persistence and interest in geography led
Rodriguez to become an academic mentor. [143] Rodriguez granted Pinochet a slot as an assistant lecturer in geospatial and geography. According to Rodriguez, Pinochet may have been particularly impressed with his lecture on the art of war. [143] Pinochet would later succeed Rodriguez in the geospatial and geography chairs. [143] Investigative
journalist Juan Cristobal Peña revealed that Pinochet felt the intellectual envy of Carlos Pratz and that the latter's assassination in 1974 was a relief to Pinochet. [142] Throughout his life, Pinochet collected more than 55,000 books from his private library, which totaled about $2,840,000 (2006-07). The scope of his library was announced to the public after a
police investigation in January 2006. [141] Pinochet was supplied abroad by a military lieutenant who bought books from several small bookstores in the old heart of Santiago and later purchased the characters Pinochet was searching for. [144] [145] As ruler of Chile, he used discretionary funds for these purchases. [145] The library contains many rare
books, including the first edition (1646) history car relacione del Reyno de Chile and the original letter of Bernardo O'Higgins. Much of the books and documents of the Jose Manuel Valmakeda Library were found in the Pinochet Library in 2006. [141] Pinochet's library contained few poems or works of fiction. [145] Nickname proponents sometimes call
Pinochet an army greeting for a U.S. general, while opponents call him Pinochzo (Spanish for Pinocchio in children's stories). [146] A common nickname used by two younger generations is El Tata (the equivalent of a Chilean Spanish grandfather). Since the Riggs Bank scandal he has been referred to as Daniel Lopez as sarcastic, one of the fake identities
he used to deposit money in the bank. [147] Pinochet's arrest and court case of life after the dictatorship in a major British article in 1995: The prosecution and arrest of Augusto Pinochet was the first time a former head of government had been arrested under the principle of universal jurisdiction. [148] After opening a judicial and public relations battle over
house pensions in the UK in October 1998, the latter, run by Thatcherite political operative Patrick Robertson[149], was not tried and Interior Minister Jack Straw was released in March 2000 for medical reasons; Straw overturned the House of Commons decision to deport Pinochet for trial in Spain. [150] He returned to Pinochet, Chile, on March 3, 2000. So
a flight back to Chile from the UK departed from RAF Waddington to avoid those protesting its release. When he landed at Santiago Airport, his first act was to win. From wheelchairs to cheers from supporters. [151] [152] [153] He was greeted by his successor as head of the Chilean army, General Ricardo Isurietta. [151] President-elect Ricardo Lagos said
the retired general's arrival on television had damaged Chile's image and thousands protested against him. [154] In March 2000, Congress approved a constitutional amendment that would create the status of a former president granting an indictment and financial benefits. This replaced Pinochet's senate position. 111 lawmakers voted, and 29 voted yes.
[155] The Supreme Court ruled in favor of Judge Juan Guzman's request in August 2000, and Pinochet was accused of kidnapping 75 opponents in a death caravan case on December 1, 2000. [156] Guzmán was charged with kidnapping, saying that 75 people had officially disappeared: although all were most likely dead, the no-body of them made any
charges of murder difficult. In July 2002, the Supreme Court dismissed Pinochet's prosecution in various human rights violations for medical reasons. The controversy regarding Pinochet's mental abilities, with his legal team arguing that he is elderly and can't remember, while others (including several doctors) retain full control of his faculties while claiming
he was only physically affected. That same year, Hugo Gutierrez, the prosecution lawyer in charge of the death caravan case, declared that our country had a degree of justice that allowed us to have a political transition. [157] Pinochet stepped down from his senate position shortly after the Supreme Court decision in July 2002. In May 2004, the Supreme
Court overturned a case trial and ruled that he could stand trial. Claiming their case, prosecutors presented a recent TV interview pinochet gave to journalist Maria Elvira Salazar, 158, for the Miami-based television network, which raised suspicions about his alleged mental incompetence. [159] [160] In December 2004, he was charged with a number of
criminal charges, including the assassination of General Prats in 1974 and operation Colombo in which 119 people were killed, while again under house arrest. He suffered a stroke on December 18, 2004. [161] When asked by the judges to find out if he was the direct head of DINA as president, he replied: I don't know. And if that's true, I don't remember.
[162] In January 2005, the Chilean Army accepted institutional responsibility for past human rights abuses. [163] In 2006, Pinochet was charged with kidnapping and torturing Judge Alejandro Madrid (Guzman's successor) and the assassination of DINA biochemist Ugenrio Berrios in 1995 at the Villa Grimaldi detention center. [165] Berrios worked with
Michael Townley sarin gas, anthrax and botulism at the Army Institute for Bacterial Warfare against Pinochet; These materials were used against political opposition. DINA biochemists were also alleged to have made black cocaine, which Pinochet then sold in Europe and the United States. [166] Money for the drug trade was allegedly deposited into
Pinochet's bank account. [167] Pinochet's son Marco Antonio, who was accused of participating in the drug trade, denied allegations of drug trafficking in his father's administration in 2006 and said he would sue Manuel Contreras, who said Pinochet had sold cocaine. [168] On November 25, 2006, Pinochet celebrated his 91st birthday by reading an affidavit
to his followers for his birthday. [169] Two days later, he was arrested again on the day of the 1973 coup for kidnapping and killing two bodyguards of Salvador Allende, who was arrested and executed for firing squad at a caravan of death. [170] [171] Pinochet died a few days later on December 10, 2006, without being convicted of the crime he had been
charged with. Scandal: Secret bank accounts, tax evasion and weapons transaction documents documents from Pinochet's many U.S. bank accounts. In 2004, after the September 11, 2001 attacks, a U.S. Senate money laundering investigation led by Sen. Carl Levin (D-MI) and Sen. Nom Coleman (R-MN) found a network of more than 125 securities and
bank accounts by U.S. financial institutions that Leagues Bank and Pinochet and his associates secretly used for 25 years. [172] The subcommittee was only charged with investigating the compliance of financial institutions under the U.S. Patriot Act, not the Pinochet regime, but Senator Coleman noted that this was a sad and horrific story of money
laundering involving pinochet accounts in several financial institutions using alias names, offshore accounts, and close associates. Pinochet, a former Chilean general and president, was a well-known human rights violator and violent dictator. [172] For several months in 2005, Chilean Judge Sergio Muños indicted Augusto Pinochet's wife, Lucia Hiriat. Four
children: Marco Antonio, Jacqueline, Veronica and Lucia Pinochet; His personal assistant, Monica Ananias; And his former aide Oscar Eightken said of the tax evasion and forgery allegations stemming from the Riggs Bank investigation. In January 2006, her daughter, Lucia Pinochet, was detained at Washington, D.C.-Dulles Airport and deported for trying to
evade chilean tax charges. [173] In January 2007, the Santiago Court of Appeals revoked most of Judge Carlos Serda's indictment against the Pinochet family. [174] But Pinochet's five children, his wife and 17 others In October 2007, two generals - one of his former lawyers and a former secretary - were arrested on suspicion of false embezzlement and use
of passports. They are accused of illegally transferring $27m (£13.2m) into foreign bank accounts during Pinochet's reign. [175] [176] In September 2005, a joint investigation by the Guardian and La Tercera confirmed that British arms company BAE Systems was paying more than £1m to Pinochet through a front company in the British Virgin Islands, with
BAE conducting commissions on arms deals. [177] Payments began in 1997 and lasted until 2004. [177] [178] After a 15-year investigation in 2007, the assassination of Dina Colonel Geraldo Hoover in 1992 concluded that Pinochet would be linked to various illegal weapons traffic carried out by military allies very close to him after he stepped down from
power. [179] Hoover was briefly assassinated before testifying about the illegal export of weapons to the Croatian army in 1991. The agreement included 370 tons of weapons sold by Chile to Croatia on December 7, 1991, when the former country was under a U.N. embargo because it supported the Croatian war in Yugoslavia. [180] In January 1992, Judge
Hernán Correa de la Cerda wanted to hear From Geraldo Hoover in the case, but the latter may have been silent to avoid implicating Pinochet in this new case[179] [181][182]-the latter was no longer president, but he remained in the army commander's time. Pinochet was at the center of this illicit arms trade and received money through a variety of offshore
and front companies, including Miami's Bangko Coots International. [183] Pinochet was stripped of his parliamentary immunity in August 2000 by the Supreme Court and charged by Judge Juan Guzman Tapia. Guzman ordered the arrest of five military persons, including General Pedro Espinoza Bravo, in a caravan of death after the 1999 coup. Claiming
that the missing bodies were still missing, he did an effective jurisprudence in releasing prescriptions for crimes committed by the military. Pinochet's trial continued until his death on December 10, 2006, and bed a major debate over his health, or prosecution, with prosecutions for certain events, the lifting of the Supreme Court's immunity or changes to
prosecutions on the immunity. In March 2005, the Supreme Court finalized Pinochet's immunity in the case of the 1974 assassination of General Carlos Pratz in Buenos Aires, which took place in the framework of Operation Condor. However, he deemed him fit to receive a trial of Operation Colombo, which found that 119 political opponents had disappeared
from Argentina. The Chilean justice also lifted his immunity for the Villa Grimaldi case, Torture center on the outskirts of Santiago. After the U.S. Senate Permanent Committee on Reports related to Ricks Bank was released in July 2004, Pinochet, who still had a reputation of justification from his supporters, lost legitimacy when he was placed under house
arrest for tax fraud and forgery of his passport. The report was the result of an investigation into financial financing in the United States on September 11, 2001. The bank destroyed his fortune, controlling between $4 million and $8 million of Pinochet's assets that lived in Santiago. According to reports, Riggs participated in money laundering for Pinochet,
founded offshore shell companies (referred to as former officials referring to Pinochet), and concealed his accounts from regulators. This tax fraud filing for an amount of $27 million, involving Pinochet and his family secret bank accounts in the United States and caribbean islands, shocked the conservative sector that still supports him. Niney percent of the
funds would have been raised between 1990 and 1998, when Pinochet was head of the Chilean armed forces, essentially due to weapons traffic (the purchase of French 'Mirage' fighter jets in 1994, Dutch 'Leopard 2' tanks, Swiss 'MOWAG' armored vehicles or illegal arms sales to Croatia during the Balkans war). His wife, Lucia Hiriat, and his son, Marco
Antonio Pinochet, were also accused of conspiracy. Pinochet was charged by chile's judiciary for the fourth time in seven years. [184] On December 11, 2006, Pinochet's funeral Pinochet suffered a heart attack on the morning of December 3, 2006, and received the last ceremony on the same day. On December 4, 2006, a Chilean appeals court ordered the
arrest of his home. On December 10, 2006, at 13:30 local time (16:30 UTC), he was transferred to intensive care. [185] He died of congested heart failure and pulmonary edema surrounded by his family at a military hospital at 17:15 UTC local time. [187] News of his death sparked massive spontaneous street protests across the country. In Santiago,
dissenters celebrated his death on Alameda Avenue, and supporters mourned outside a military hospital. Pinochet's remains lie at the Military Academy in Las Condes on December 11, 2006. At the event, Carlos Pratz's grandson, Francisco Cuadrado Pratz (a former army commander in the Allende government who was killed by Pinochet's secret police),
was quickly surrounded by Pinochet's supporters who had put spats in his coffin and kicked and insulted him. Pinochet's funeral was held the following day at the same venue before a gathering of 60,000 supporters. [188] In government decisions, he did not grant the state Military funeral as a former commander of the Army (an honor normally bestowed on
the former president of Chile) but appointed by Allende. The government also refused to declare the official national anniversary of the mourning, but approved the flag to be flown at half staff at the military barracks, and the Chilean flag could be draped in Pinochet's coffin. Socialist President Michel Bachelet, who was temporarily imprisoned and tortured
after a 1973 coup, said attending Pinochet's state funeral was a breach of conscience. [189] Defense Secretary Vivian Blanlot was the only government authority to attend public funerals. In Spain, supporters of the late dictator Francisco Franco paid tribute to Pinochet. Antonio Tezero, who led the failed coup in 1981, attended a memorial service in Madrid.
[190] Pinochet's body was cremated at the Concon Parque del Mar cemetery on December 12, 2006, according to his son Marco Antonio. [191] [D] His remains were delivered to his family later that day and deposited in Los Voldos, Santo Domingo, Valparaiso, and Chile. one of his private residences. The army did not allow his remains to be deposited on
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